


Who am I?

I’m William McKelvie and I’m a father of 3 who has worked in Education for 25 years. I pride
myself on being open to different ideas and techniques of improving my own parenting, and
have worked tirelessly to try to become the best father possible. I am also passionate about
presenting my lifetime of experience to help as many people as possible improve their
relationships with their families.

In my books on the topics around communicating with children and
improving their outcomes, I try to guide the reader and open their
minds to making vital improvements to make their lives calmer,
more enjoyable, and more open.

In this short guide, you will find 11 powerful conversations starters
which offer a wonderful opportunity to engage with your children,
whatever age they are. I really hope you find them useful.



Who are your best 
friends? Why are they 

your friends?
 
 
 
 
 

Getting to you know your child is one of the most
important things you can do as a parent and this

question will give you both a specific piece of
information which is important (who their friends

currently are) and also some more general information
(what traits they value). You will learn some more

about your child’s emotional intelligence and this will
in turn improve your ability to parent that child.

 
If some things come up that gives you some warning

signs too, then that is highly valuable. For example, he
could say that he likes “Kevin” because Kevin’s dad lets
his stay up until midnight playing computer games. If

this doesn’t sit well with your parenting approach, then
you can maybe bear this in mind for the future.



What rules are 
ok to break?

 

Ethics is such an important thing to discuss with your
child, and their approach to morality and societal

constructions is sometimes difficult to approach. This
conversation starter allows you to do that in a way that

allows your child to draw on a range of different
aspects of their life.

 
It might also allow you to see different way that the

establishment of rules has been handled. For example,
they might say that rules which have been quite

robustly imposed, such as bowing when they enter a
dojo, are less like to be broken. Or it might be that more

interpersonal rules such as always saying please are
more sacred to your child. 

 



What are you really 
thankful for?

 

It is undoubtedly true that in many areas we are more
fortunate than previous generations. It would be so easy

for our kids to grow up taking things for granted, and this
conversation opener allows you to see what your child is

grateful for, as well as nurturing gratitude in this. 
 

The problem with taking things for granted is that it is
more difficult to make the most out of the opportunity.

For example, if a child has weekly tutoring on
skateboarding from a world champion, they may well

begin to become quite blasé about it and not really make
the most. However, if this wasn’t the case, but they had an
opportunity to attend a one hour masterclass with Tony

Hawk, then you can bet that for that whole hour they
would be concentrating and absorbing at a much higher

level.



Did you manage 
to say“Thank you” to 
anyone today? What 

did they do ?

It is common for children (and some adults!) to be
quite self-centred and to believe that they are the only
people in the room who matter. Conversation starters

like this one allow your child to consider the actions of
others, and reminds them that when someone does

something which is good, it’s important to say thank
you. It allows you to discuss social etiquette and how

bonds are formed with others.
 

It also shows you what actions your child believes are
worthy of recognition, and how their friends are

treating them. You can also ask them if anyone said
“thank you” to them today, and what your child did to
deserve that, and this shows how your child is acting

with their friends when you’re not there.
 



Who are your best 
friends? Why are they 

your friends?
 
 
 
 
 

Getting to you know your child is one of the most
important things you can do as a parent and this

question will give you both a specific piece of
information which is important (who their friends

currently are) and also some more general information
(what traits they value). You will learn some more

about your child’s emotional intelligence and this will
in turn improve your ability to parent that child.

 
If some things come up that gives you some warning

signs too, then that is highly valuable. For example, he
could say that he likes “Kevin” because Kevin’s dad lets
his stay up until midnight playing computer games. If

this doesn’t sit well with your parenting approach, then
you can maybe bear this in mind for the future.



What do you really 
like about 

this family?
 

Your child’s place in the family is really important. It’s
vital that they feel secure and this conversation starter
allows you to check in with them about their position
within the team. Some of the responses may well be a

little challenging to you, in which case it opens up
avenues for improvements. Some of them, I’m sure, will

also be very nice to hear. 
 

You, to some extent, chose the family style, and the way
your organise and lead your life. However your child

probably didn’t contribute to this. Using this
conversation starter will allow you to offer your child

input in to the ways that their house is managed.
 



If you were going to
 design a building, 

what would it 
be like?

 

This sort of question is brilliant for offering you multi-
level information. It inspires the imagination, shows

you some of their morals and ethics, demonstrates
skills such as engineering, and maybe even gives an

indication in to spirituality!
 

The younger child has frequent sessions of imaginative
play, however an older child may feel that they begin to

lose that skill. Nurturing the imagination is so very
important though, so try to provide opportunities to

develop it. If your child is older the responses might be
quite creative and developed, whereas a younger child

might be quite off the wall. Either way it is likely to
spark a conversation with is both interesting and

informative.
 



Did you manage 
to say“Thank you” to 
anyone today? What 

did they do ?

It is common for children (and some adults!) to be
quite self-centred and to believe that they are the only
people in the room who matter. Conversation starters

like this one allow your child to consider the actions of
others, and reminds them that when someone does

something which is good, it’s important to say thank
you. It allows you to discuss social etiquette and how

bonds are formed with others.
 

It also shows you what actions your child believes are
worthy of recognition, and how their friends are

treating them. You can also ask them if anyone said
“thank you” to them today, and what your child did to
deserve that, and this shows how your child is acting

with their friends when you’re not there.
 



Do you ever think 
“I can’t do it”? 

What was going on?
 

A Positive Mental Attitude is so very important in life,
and this conversation starter allows you to check in

with your child about their mental resilience. It maybe
shows you their fears and their challenges, and also

might show you the supports that they feel are in place
to help them develop new skills.

 
Some of the examples might be physical such as

climbing a tree or running a race, or they could be
emotional such as understanding a poem or speaking
with their crush. They might be educational such as

passing a test or remembering foreign language
grammar, or they might be developmental such as
getting through puberty or getting taller. Whatever
come out of this, it will inform you and allow you to

learn your child better.



What rules are 
ok to break?

 

Ethics is such an important thing to discuss with your
child, and their approach to morality and societal

constructions is sometimes difficult to approach. This
conversation starter allows you to do that in a way that

allows your child to draw on a range of different
aspects of their life.

 
It might also allow you to see different way that the

establishment of rules has been handled. For example,
they might say that rules which have been quite

robustly imposed, such as bowing when they enter a
dojo, are less like to be broken. Or it might be that more

interpersonal rules such as always saying please are
more sacred to your child. 

 



What are you great at?
 

Perception of “the self” is really important for children.
Of course this continues throughout our lives, but one

of the key development grounds is the childhood years.
A younger child may well refer to skills such as

building towers, but when I did this with one of my
children, they said that they were really good at

mowing the lawn! This was a surprise to me (especially
as they had never mown the lawn!)

 
This conversation starter also serves to develop

confidence in your child, and gives them the chance to
show you what they’re proud of. It’s really important
that they begin to recognise their skills and abilities,

and self assessment is a fantastic skill to begin to
develop at an early stage.

 



What do you want 
your life to be like 

by the time you 
have kids?

 
 

This question already is a bit of a challenge – it could
be said that you would be assuming that they already

want to have kids. My answer to that would be that
you’re not assuming it, but that you’re posing an

additional dimension of challenge to the question. Also
this question could be a little tricky because they may

have no way of imagining a life other that they have
just now.

 
This question is really good at working on helping your

child develop aspiration and ambition. Helping them
grow these skills is really important to allow them to

lead the life that they wish, and to achieve the things in
life that are important to them.

 



When is it ok to 
change your mind?

Your child may feel that changing their mind is a
weakness. However asking this question encourages

them to realise that it’s ok to develop their thinking and
alter their viewpoints on the world. It allows them to

see that they don’t have to stay rigid to their initial
beliefs, and to frequently consider their positions about

a range of aspects of their lives is really good.
 

Their responses will serve to show you which of their
moral stances are deeply held, and which are flexible
and open to change. It may be that they closely follow
your own, or it might be that your find their responses

quite challenging. Assuming that they’re open and
honest responses however, try to curtail your desire to

interrupt: these are your child’s responses so it’s wise to
show respect to them.



How would you like
us to get to know each 

other even better?
 

This question is more direct than the other questions
here, but it’s intended to give forward steps to being

able to even further improve the relationship that you
have with your child. The responses here should be

captured somehow, in the way that they’re delivered,
rather than trying to “parentify” them – for example, if
they say they want to go out for tacos together, it might

be that you write “wants to spend time over a meal”.
However it might be that the actual important bit is

“wants to introduce me to their favourite food”.
 

A “moody teenager” might not respond well to this of
course, and may well ask if they can go and see their

friends now! However even if this is the response, you
have opened up this dialogue and set an open and

welcoming tone. Let’s just see what comes from this.



How did you find these conversation starters?

If you’ve enjoyed these conversations starters and would like to join a fantastically
supportive community of fellow parents who share wonderful tips about making their

family lives calmer, more enjoyable, and more open, then I invite you to join the
McKelvie Parenting Facebook Community here:

www.facebook.com/groups/mckelvieparentinginnercircle/

www.williammckelvie.com

http://www.facebook.com/groups/mckelvieparentinginnercircle/

